Algorithm for assessment of the oxygen, acid-base and electrolyte status (ALBOA BEACH).
To achieve accurate interpretation of blood gas analysis data in intensive care units, the oxygen, acid-base and electrolyte-metabolite profile of arterial blood should be comprehensively and adequately monitored and assessed. A number of diagnostic software programmes have been developed to assist clinicians in this and to help improve instruction in this field. In the present study we describe an algorithm and a programme for assessment of the oxygen, acid-base and electrolyte status of the arterial blood. The algorithm, as well as the software programme, is named ALBOA BEACH, which is an acronym of the programme's full name--ALgorithm for Blood Oxygen, Acid-Base, Electrolyte And respective CHarts. The algorithm takes account of the latest achievements in blood-gas analysis; it can be used both in on-line and off-line modes and is useful in the laboratory and pathophysiological assessment of blood-gas disorders. The algorithm is based on a rigorous pathophysiological analysis and the interpretation achieved as a result is much more accurate than usual. Thus it provides a most reliable basis for taking the right clinical decision and making the proper prognosis of the possible critical conditions. The algorithm also provides additional bases for interpretations of data in the borderline zones, with due warnings in cases of absence of physiological coherence between the various parameters and modules. The programme is designed to be used with the modern multifunctional blood-gas analysers; it can be of assistance in making diagnoses, in the training and research activity in the intensive care units and specialised blood gas laboratories.